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Abstract
The propensity score collapses the covariates of an observational study into
a single measure summarizing their joint association with treatment conditions.
The prognosis score — a complement or alternative to the propensity score —
summarizes covariates’ association with potential responses. As with propensity scores, stratification on the prognosis score brings to uncontrolled studies a
concrete and desirable form of balance, a balance that is more familiar as an objective of experimental control. In parallel with the propensity score, prognosis
scores reduce the dimension of the covariate; yet causal inferences conditional
on them are as valid as are inferences conditional only on the unreduced covariate. They suggest themselves in certain studies for which propensity score
adjustment is infeasible. Other settings call for a combination of prognosis and
propensity scores; as compared to propensity scores alone, the pairing reduces
both the variance and bias of estimated treatment effects. An example and a
simulation study confirm that the combination of the two better reduces bias,
and is much more efficient, than propensity scoring alone.
Key words: covariate balance, matched sampling, matching, multivariate
distance, propensity score, quasi-experiment, regression discontinuity, stratification, subclassification
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1 Introduction
Following Neyman (1990) and others (Cox 1958; Rubin 1977), let us construe an intervention’s effect in terms of potential outcomes, as the differences between subjects’
potential responses to treatment, yt , and control, yc . The basic challenge for measurement of effects is that at most one of these two outcomes is observed, according
as the subject did (z = 1) or did not (z = 0) in actuality receive the treatment. This
difficulty is most conclusively surmounted when the potential outcomes arise through
stable, repeatable processes with known chance properties, as in some physical science
laboratories with controlled experimental conditions, and when treatment conditions
are decided by a stable, repeatable process with known chance properties, as in social and medical studies with carefully controlled, random assignment to treatment
(Holland 1986).
Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983; 1984; 1985) showed that modeling the observed
pattern of treatment (z) as a function of covariates (x = (x01 , . . . x0k )0 ) collapses those
covariates into a scalar, the propensity score, upon which it is beneficial to condition.
The demonstration requires no ostensible assignment mechanism to exist outside the
statistical model, and suggests that even when treatment assignment models are
misspecified, propensity-score stratification is likely to reduce bias, if not eliminate it.
Now if casual models of treatment assignment favorably reduce the dimension of x,
then dimension reductions of x that arise from modeling p(yc |x), even noncommittally,
should be favorable as well, either as analogues or as complements to propensity
scores.
1.1 Assumptions; outline.
To postpone commitment to specifications for p(yt , yc |x), one fits a model of p(yc |x)
to the control group, extrapolating this fit to the remainder of the sample. The paper
offers a diagnostic for this fit, along with arguments, intuitive and theoretical, that
with a favorable diagnosis conditioning on the reduced covariate should reduce or
eliminate bias (§ 2). These arguments suppose that the joint density of potential
responses (yt , yc ), treatment assignment z, and covariates x factorizes as:
p(yt |µc , m(x))p(yc |µc )p(µc |x)p(z|x)p(x),
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(1)

where m is some measurable vector- or scalar-valued function, possibly degenerate;
or more simply as
p(yt |yc , m(x))p(yc |x)p(z|x)p(x).
(2)
Section 3 presents an example and applications. Observe that implicitly, (1) and (2)
posit the absence of hidden bias,
(Yt , Yc ) ⊥ Z|X.

(3)

Section 4, which analyzes propensity and prognosis scoring in combination, assumes
(3) but not (1) or (2). Section 5 addresses potential reservations about the paper’s
proposals, while Section 6 mounts a simulation study — the results of which are quite
promising.
1.2 The prognosis score
If Ψ(X) is sufficient for Yc , then Ψ(X) is a prognosis score. Should Yc follow a shift
model, p(yc |x) ≡ fc (yc − h(x)) for some fixed fc , then h(X) is a prognosis score.
Should Yc |X follow a generalized linear model (McCullagh and Nelder 1989), then
the linear predictor of Yc given X is a prognosis score, as is the scalar E(Yc |X).
Conditioning on this score may suffice for estimating the distribution of Yt − Yc if
Yt |X follows a GLM belonging to the same family. Should Yc have a linear regression
on X, but with non-constant variance that is linear in X, then the regression and
variance functions taken together constitute a prognosis score.
These regression-type models conform to (1). Typical models invoked in permutation inference follow the simpler form (2). For instance, models with additive or
multiplicative effects, yt ≡ yc + τ or yt ≡ γyc , conform to (2). Interpreting (2) so as
to permit the likelihood contributions p(yt |yc ) to vary between (independent) observations accommodates randomization inference for attributable effects (Rosenbaum
2001). In all cases, one p(yc |x) is assumed to govern all observations, and prognosis
scores are its sufficient statistics, or estimates of them.
Now (1) and (2) assign asymmetric roles to treatment and control-condition potential responses, giving the distribution of yt in terms of yc (or µc ). One could assume
the opposite. In this case, extract prognosis scores from the fitting of submodels for
p(yt |x), rather than p(yc |x), and interpret this paper reversing the roles of t and c.
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1.3 Precedents
Peters (1941), Belson (1956), Cochran (1969) and Rubin (1984) suggest extracting
Ê(Yci |X = xi ) from a parametric model fit to the control group, then estimating the
treatment effect as the mean of (yi − Ê(Yci |X = xi )|zi = 1). Miettinen (1976), and
more recently Zhao (2004), propose post-stratification on estimates of E(Yc |X = x).
The Peters-Belson method differs from prognosis scoring in using its Ê(Yc |X) to estimate the response surface directly, rather than for subclassification; Miettinen’s and
Zhao’s methods use treatment and control subjects together to estimate E(Yc |X = x),
whereas prognosis scoring uses only one of the groups.
These differences matter. Sections 4 and 6 advantageously combine prognosis and
propensity score adjustment, in ways that are possible only if prognosis scores are used
for post-stratification, rather than direct estimation of a response surface. Using one
but not both groups for fitting the score minimizes the analyst’s commitment to
the model used for fitting it; Miettinen’s score skips this precaution, and has been
found to risk introducing bias rather than eliminating it (Pike et al. 1979; Cook and
Goldman 1989; reviewed in § 5.1, below).

2 Conditioning on Prognosis Scores: Theory
2.1 Prognostic balance
Conditioning on the propensity score, φ(x) ≡ E(Z|X = x), secures a form of covariate
balance:
X ⊥ Z|φ(X)
(Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983, Thm. 1). Within level sets of the propensity score
no covariate associates with membership in the treatment or the control group. A
quintessential benefit of experimental randomization is its tendency to impose this
absence of association, here called “propensity balance.” An observational study
exhibiting propensity balance on scientifically important covariates is in an important
sense experiment-like.
In a second experimental model to which an observational study could be compared, it is the process by which outcomes are generated that is repeatable, understood, and carefully controlled, not the process of assigning units to treatment. This
model can be understood as using experimental control in the interest of removing
associations between covariates and potential outcomes, not treatment assignment.
If in advance of studying a new experimental manipulation, an investigator conducts
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tests absent the new manipulation in order to better understand accompanying conditions and their influence on the outcome, then it is this second model that informs
her procedure. Such preparations may fall short of controlling all factors other than
the new manipulation that might influence the outcome of the trial, but they are a
success nonetheless if they enable the investigator to bring about conditions within
which uncontrolled variation does not associate systematically with trial outcomes.
Should she subsequently succeed in documenting a systematic association between
experimental manipulations and trial outcomes, her preparations will have reduced
the possibility that it was the uncontrolled environing conditions, not the treatment,
that produced her result.
This form of balance — similarity among the covariate distributions of trials or
subjects with contrasting potential outcomes — is quite distinct from propensity
balance. Call it prognostic balance.
Proposition 1 Let Yc be potential response to control and let Ψ(X) be an associated
prognosis score. Then conditioning on Ψ(X) induces prognostic balance —
X ⊥ Yc |Ψc (X), g(X)

(4)

— where g(·) may be any measurable function, possibly degenerate.
Under factorization (2) with m(X) as the possible effect modifier, in addition to
(4) one has X ⊥ Yt |Ψc (X), m(X), g(X) for all measurable g(·).
Proof of Proposition 1. Write [condition] for the function that is 1 if condition
is true and 0 otherwise, and let Ax , Ay represent measurable sets. Then
E([X ∈ Ax ][Yc ∈ Ay ]|Ψ(X), g(X)) = E(E([X ∈ Ax ][Yc ∈ Ay ]|X)|Ψ(X), g(X))
= E([X ∈ Ax ]E([Yc ∈ Ay ]|X)|Ψ(X), g(X))
= E([X ∈ Ax ]f (Ψ(X))|Ψ(X), g(X))
= pr(X ∈ Ax |Ψ(X), g(X))f (Ψ(X)),

where f is a measurable function such that pr(Yc ∈ Ay |X) = f (Ψ(X)). This establishes the conditional independence, given Ψ(X), g(X), of the events {X ∈ Ax } and
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{Yc ∈ Ay } and, because Ax and Ay were arbitrary, of the random variables X and Yc .

Just as the propensity is the “coarsest” function of covariates that balances covariates between treatment and control groups, prognosis scores can be recovered by
coarsening from any function of covariates that has the prognostic balancing property.
Proposition 2 Suppose that b(X) induces prognostic balance, in the sense that
X ⊥ Yc |b(X),

(5)

and let Ψ(X) be a prognosis score. Then with probability one, E(Ψ(X)|b(X)) = Ψ(X).
Proof of Proposition 2. For bounded, measurable, scalar-valued g,
cov(E{g(Yc )|X}, g(Yc )|b(X)) =
cov(E{g(Yc )|X}, g(Yc ) − E{g(Yc )|X}|b(X)) + var(E{g(Yc )|X}|b(X)).

(6)

The first term at right in (6) is, for b(X) = b(x), an inner product of a perpendicular
projection with the residual from the same projection. Such a product must vanish.
By the assumption that b(X) has the prognostic balancing property (5), the covariance
on the left side of (6) must be zero also. Consequently, var(E{g(Yc )|X}|b(X)) = 0.
Now any scalar component f (X) of Ψ(X) can be written as E(g(Yc )|X), for some
g. Since the g of (6) was arbitrary, the theorem follows.
Corollary 1 Suppose that b(X) induces prognostic balance (5). Then in the absence
of hidden bias, (3), for arbitrary measurable g, g 0 one has
Yc ⊥ X|b(X), g(X), g 0 (Z).
Proof of Corollary 1. By (3), for bounded measurable f and h, E(f (Yc )h(X)|X, Z) =
E(f (Yc )h(X)|X). Certainly E(f (Yc )h(X)|X) = h(X)E(f (Yc )|X) = h(X)f˜(Ψ(X)),
for some appropriate f˜. Thus E(f (Yc )h(X)|b(X), g(X), g 0 (Z)) = E(f˜(Ψ(X))h(X)|b(X), g(X), g 0 (Z)).
Since f˜(Ψ(X)) is a function of b(X), the result follows.
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2.2 Absence of confounding within prognostically balanced strata
Stratifications of the population in terms of covariate characteristics, x, can be identified with many-one functions b on x-space.
Proposition 3 Absent hidden bias (3), stratifications b that exhibit prognostic balance,
Yc ⊥ X|b(X),
(7)
are also unconfounded, in the sense that
Yc ⊥ Z|b(X).

In light of Proposition 1, it is a corollary of Proposition 3 that stratifications on
prognosis scores Ψ(X) (and perhaps other axes of variability in X) render Yc and Z
unconfounded if conditional on the unreduced set of covariates X, Yc and Z are not
confounded.
Proof of Proposition 3. Assume (3) and (7). For arbitrary Ay and Az ,
***
pr(Yc ∈ Ay , Z ∈ Az |b(X)) = E(E([Yc ∈ Ay ] · [Z ∈ Az ]|X)|b(X))
= E(pr(Yc ∈ Ay |X, b(X))pr(Z ∈ Az |X)|b(X))
= E(pr(Yc ∈ Ay |b(X))pr(Z ∈ Az |X)|b(X))
= pr(Yc ∈ Ay |b(X))E(pr(Z ∈ Az |X)|b(X))
= pr(Yc ∈ Ay |b(X))pr(Z ∈ Az |b(X)).

2.3 Direct adjustment with prognosis scores
Under certain assumptions about the structure of the underlying model, in the absence of hidden bias treatment effects can be estimated without bias after conditioning
on a prognosis score.
Proposition 4 Suppose that 0 < pr(Z = 1|Ψ(X)) < 1 with probability one and that
conditional on X, (Yt , Yc ) and Z are not confounded (3). If p(yt |yc , x) = p(yt |yc ), so
that the likelihood factorizes as (2) with degenerate effect modifier m(·), then
E(Yt − Yc ) = E{E(Y |Z = 1, Ψ(X)) − E(Y |Z = 0, Ψ(X))}.
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(8)

If p(yt |yc , x) = p(yt |yc , m(x)), so that the likelihood factorizes as (2), then
E(Yt − Yc ) = E{E(Y |Z = 1, Ψ(X), m(X)) − E(Y |Z = 0, Ψ(X), m(X))}.

(9)

A similar principle governs, for example, the difference of conditional logits when
that difference is presumed constant, logit(E(Yt |Ψ(X))) − logit(E(Yc |Ψ(X))) ≡ c, and
(1) is assumed.
To prove Proposition 4, note first that Yc ⊥ Z|Ψ(X) follows from (3) and Proposition 3. Since p(yt |yc , x) = p(yt |yc ) entails Yt ⊥ Z|(Yc , Ψ(X)), also Yt ⊥ Z|Ψ(X).
Since Y = Yt when Z = 1 and Y = Yc when Z = 0, (8) follows. Similarly
p(yt |yc , x) = p(yt |yc , m(x)) entails Yt ⊥ Z|(Yc , Ψ(X), m(x)), and invoking (3) and
Proposition 3 leads to (9).
2.4 A principle to support conditioning on prognosis scores
The conditionality principle endorses inference conditional on a statistic if, roughly,
it is uninformative about the parameter being estimated. Population prognosis scores
Φ(X) are informative about the distribution of Yc , but not about the distribution of
the contrast Yt − Yc ; their use is in accord with the conditionality principle. Under
what conditions are estimated prognosis scores uninformative in the requisite sense?
Pace and Salvan (1997, §4.2) articulate a conditionality principle for models with
both an interest parameter (τ ) and a nuisance parameter ζ. Then u is a partial
distribution constant if p(u|τ, ζ) = p(u|ζ); and the principle recommends conditioning on such statistics. To relate the definition to prognosis scores, let ζ parameterize p(yc , x1 , . . . , xk ), and let τ parameterize the conditional distribution of
Yt |Yc , X1 , . . . , Xk . If Ψ(X) is a prognosis score, then p(Ψ(X)|τ, ζ) = p(Ψ(X)|ζ), as
required for Ψ(X) to be a distribution constant. The same holds for sample prognosis
scorings, Ψ̂(X), that have been fitted to the control group. However, taken together
E(Yc |X1 , . . . , Xk ) and E(Yt |X1 , . . . , Xk ) are not generally distribution constant in the
sense required for the conditionality principle. Intuitively speaking, conditioning on
both at once pre-judges the outcomes of treatment-control comparisons, something
that conditioning on the one or the other need not do; § 5.1 discusses how this can
bias estimated treatment effects.
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3 Applications
Since prognosis scores are to be estimated using the control group only, the approach
will best reduce bias in studies with far larger control than treatment groups. Another
promising application is to studies in which treatment and control groups have little
overlap on the propensity score.
Alone or in combination with other adjustments, the prognosis score can be expected to confer benefits other than bias reduction. Since prognosis score adjustment
reduces within-stratum heterogeneity in the ways that matter most for responses, it
can be expected to improve the precision of estimates. By the same token, it should
reduce the susceptibility of the study to bias caused by omitted variables; see also
Rosenbaum (2005) in this regard.
Only controls can be used to test for prognostic balance, but otherwise checking
for prognostic balance with an estimated prognosis score is similar to checking for
propensity balance after conditioning on a propensity score. If the prognosis score
is a scalar, then partitioning the control group into subclasses along an estimated
prognosis score should induce prognostic balance, more or less.
3.1 An example to illustrate prognostic balance
Powers and Rock (1999) selected a representative sample of takers of the sat, the U.S.
college entrance exam, to assess benefits of commercial test-coaching programs. The
College Board, which produces the test, had long maintained that benefits of coaching are modest, averaging perhaps 20 to 40 of 1600 possible points, while prominent
coaching companies claimed average benefits exceeding 100 points in combined score.
(Powers and Rock’s study was supported by The College Board.) Hansen (2004)
analyzed this sample using propensity scores, arranging some 4000 of 4200 respondents to a coaching questionnaire into 500 propensity-matched sets. Since controls
are relatively plentiful (3500), the data should be amenable to prognosis scoring. I
build directly on the analysis of Hansen (2004), using the same data cleaning and
preparations described there in order to prepare two prognosis scores, one each for
the math and verbal SAT outcome variables: linear regressions of math and verbal
posttest scores on covariates, fitted to the control group and then applied to the
combined sample of control and treatment group subjects. To ascertain the prognostic balancing capabilities of this technique, test versions of the prognosis scores
are fitted to a subgroup of the controls, the “pseudo-controls,” so that balance can
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be checked using these and the remaining controls that were not used in the fitting
of the prognosis model. The division of the control group into pseudo-control and
pseudo-treatment groups attempted to recreate patterns of difference between actual
control and treatment groups, and is detailed in Appendix A.1.
The scores’ balancing properties are most readily discerned by treating them one
at a time. As Table 1 shows, subclassifying controls into bins of equal widths greatly
improves prognostic balance on most covariates. For each category of these nominal
variables, the table gives estimated increases in the proportion of subjects in that
category per 100 point increase in sat-m score, with and without conditioning on
prognosis subclass; it is evident both that yc associates strongly with each of these
covariates, and that the prognosis score adjustment largely eliminates the association.
The table also reports outcomes of permutation tests of no association, as detailed
in Appendix A.2. The bin width of .2 s.d.’s was the largest multiple of sd/10 at
which the hypothesis of prognostic balance conditional on subclass membership was
sustained. The sat coaching example is discussed further in § 6.
3.2 A use for concordant strata in matched case-control studies
Retrospective studies sampling controls, y = 0, that have been matched to cases,
y = 1, on the basis of covariates often match on fewer covariates than are available at ***
the time of analysis. Suppose that x represents the full set of covariates, but matching
attended only to making x̃ ≡ b(x) homogeneous within matched sets. Considered as
a priori assumptions, (3) is at least as plausible as
(Yt , Yc ) ⊥ Z|X̃

(10)

and may be a good deal more so. However, when strata are uniform in x̃ but not
x, (3) alone does not suffice for the hypotheses tested by such common procedures
as McNemar’s test, or the Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel test (McNemar 1947; Cochran
1954; Mantel and Haenszel 1959), to merit interpretation as tests of the causal effect
of treatment. The causal interpretation of these tests requires (10).
According to Propositions 3 and 2, (10) follows from (3) if conditioning on b(x)
induces prognostic balance. So one might justify the analysis from assumptions that
(3) holds and that b(X) imposes prognostic balance, rather than with (10) as a base
assumption.
The advantage of this is that the premise that b(X) is a balancing score is subject
10

Slope of x/sx ’s regression. . .
Covariate
range of
percent of
on yc /100, net of
(x)
values
sample
on yc /100 prognosis subclass
20–43
18
−.40 ***
.02
Math
44–51
17
−.04 *
−.04
Section of
52–57
17
.22 *** −.04 .
PSAT
58–80
15
.51 ***
.05 ***
not taken
33
−.20 ***
.00
787–987
18
−.24 *** −.00
Mean SAT at
988–1060
17
−.05 **
.00
respondent’s
1061–1123
16
.08 *** −.02
first choice
1124–1336
15
.28 ***
.01
college
no response
36
−.04 **
.00
high school
43
−.21 *** −.00
Father’s
A.A. or B.A.
26
.07 ***
.01
education
graduate
23
.21 ***
.02
no response
8
−.06 *** −.03
Table 1: Prognostic balance on selected covariates within the control group, before and after subclassifying on a prognosis score for sat-m. The score was fit to
a “pseudo-control” group within the control group and extrapolated to remaining
controls. Significance stars give results of permutation tests of no association between yc and the covariate; these and tests for the remaining 24 covariates combine
to χ2 = 2300 on 69 d.f. (p = 0) prior to subclassification, or to χ2 = 73 on 69 d.f.
after the subclassification (p = .35). Bin widths for the subclassification is .2 sd’s of
the prognosis score.
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to empirical test. If stratification on b(X) balances covariates X, and if Yc ⊥ Z|X,
then Corollary 1 says that for z = 0 or 1, Yc ⊥ X|b(X), Z = z. In this case, then
within pooled, independent samples from {u : Yc (u) = 1, b(X(u)) = b, Z = 0} and
{u : Yc (u) = 0, b(X(u)) = b, Z = 0}, there should be no association between Yc and
covariates X. That is, among unexposed units that have been matched on b(X), no
covariate or function of covariates should be predictive of outcomes. If a covariate
or function of covariates is found to associate, conditionally on b(X), with Yc , then
conditioning on b(X) is probably not sufficient for causal inference. Conversely, the
absence of such confounding suggests that in conditioning on b(X) one has implicitly
conditioned on a prognosis score as well.
3.3 Regression discontinuity designs
Like randomized experiments and nonexperimental cohort designs, the regression
discontinuity design (RDD) (Campbell and Stanley 1966) compares treatment and
control groups in order to estimate treatment effects. In a classic RDD, a pretest is
administered before treatment, perhaps a remedial education program, is given to all
and only the subjects whose pretests scores, X1 , fall below a specified cutoff point,
c; eventually treatment and control groups are compared in terms of their posttest
scores, Y . The design yields information about the limits of E(Yc |X1 = x) as x ↓ c
and of E(Yt |X1 = x) as x ↑ c. Most analyses estimate and compare these limits
(Visser and De Leeuw 1984; Berk and de Leeuw 1999), resulting in inferences that
are sensitive to the specifications of these surfaces (Rubin 1977, pp.1,11; Little and
Rubin 2000, p.132).
Prognosis score adjustment suggests an alternative estimation strategy that may
remove this sensitivity. Consider an analysis that subclassifies on Ψ̂(X), a prognosisbalancing reduction of X. The subclassification may be so constructed that at least
one subclass contains subjects with x1 -values both above and below c, i.e. treatment
and control subjects; then prognosis-adjusted comparisons are possible within this
subclass. Such a comparison has the simpler form Ê(Yt |A(X)) − Ê(Yc |A(X)) — it
requires no comparison of limits.
If in addition the analyst possess good prognostic variables in addition to X1 , then
the range of values of Ψ̂(X) at which both treatment and control samples are well
represented will tend to be broader. That is, adjustment by prognosis scores confers a
reward for richer covariate information: the smaller X1 ’s role in determining E(Yc |X),
the more likely the spread of Ψ̂(X) within the treatment group will overlap with
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that of the controls. With propensity adjustment, in contrast, including additional
covariates invites worsening of the separation between groups.

4 Bias as a function of propensity and prognosis scores
This section develops a perspective on the bias of effect estimates and test statistics
that are commonly combined with matched or subclassified analysis. It assumes
that the stratification is made on the basis of covariates, but not that it explicitly
separate subjects with differing prognosis scores. The sample may have been stratified
along some other function of covariates, including the propensity, a combination of
propensity and prognosis scores, or neither of those.
Write Ytsi , Ycsi , Zsi and xsi for the potential responses, treatment assignment and
covariates of the ith subject in stratum s, and Yts = (Yts1 , . . . , Ytsns )0 , Ycs = (Ycs1 , . . . , Ycsns )0 ,
0
0 0
etc.. Here and in subsequent sections, let Yt = (Yt10 , . . . , YtS0 )0 , yt = (yt1
) , etc..
, . . . , ytS
4.1 Direct adjustment
The direct adjustment estimate, τ̂d (y, z), is
X ns  y 0 zs y 0 (1s − zs )  X ns  y 0 zs y 0 (1s − zs ) 
s
ts
− s0
− cs0
=
,
0
0
n 1s zs 1s (1s − zs )
n 1s zs
1s (1s − zs )
s
s

(11)

where 1s is an ns -vector of 1’s.
For each s and i, write µtsi , µcsi for E(Ytsi |Xtsi = xtsi ) and E(Ycsi |Xtsi = xtsi ),
respectively, and πsi = E(Zsi |Xsi = xsi , Zs0 1s = zs0 1s ); µ[t/c]s = (µ[t/c]s1 , . . . , µ[t/c]sns )0 ,
πs = (πs1 , . . . , πsns )0 . Then for any stratum s,

E

0
0
yts
zs ycs
(1s − zs )
−
|Xs ; 10s Zs = 10s zs
0
0
1s zs
1s (1s − zs )


= µ̄ts −µ̄cs +

µ0ts (πs − p̂s 1s ) µ0cs (πs − p̂s 1s )
+ 0
,
10s zs
1s (1s − zs )

p̂s := 10s zs /ns . Conditionally, the bias of the direct adjustment estimate (11) is
X cov(µts , πs )
s

p̂s

+

cov(µcs , πs )
.
1 − p̂s

(12)

Let θsi = logit(πsi ), and suppose the sample has been stratified on an estimate of
θ or π. Strata that are relatively homogeneous in estimated propensities are likely to
be roughly homogenous in π. To first order,
πsi ≈ p̂s +


ns
p̂s (1 − p̂s ) θsi − θ̄s ,
ns − 1
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so that in terms of θsi (the logits of the true conditional probabilities of assignment
to treatment) the bias of direct adjustment is roughly
X
s

ns
{(1 − p̂s )cov(µts· , θs· ) + p̂s cov(µcs· , θs· )} .
ns − 1

(13)

This says, unsurprisingly, that the bias is small if there is little difference among
propensity scores within strata. But it also shows that the bias will be small if
(i) within strata there is little variation in prognosis scores, or if (ii) prognosis and
propensity scores are unassociated within strata. Indeed, according to (13), whenever
a coarse propensity stratification suffices to disassociate propensity and prognosis
scores, direct adjustment after propensity score stratification will have little bias.
This is so even if the propensity has been estimated with some error, and even if
stratification leaves substantial variation among propensity scores within strata.
4.2 Inference from rank tests
The basic idea of (12) extends to inferences for the effect of treatment other than
estimation of it via direct adjustment, although the expressions required can be more
complicated. For instance, consider the nonparametric inferences recommended by
Rosenbaum (2002). Rather than pairing a point estimate with an estimate of its
variance, these delimit the range in which a treatment effect might fall by posing and
testing sharp null hypotheses specifying which subjects experienced a treatment effect,
and specifying the magnitude of the effect they experienced. The test statistics are
often simple linear rank statistics, of the form z 0 f (y), and their reference distributions
condition on stratum-wise proportionate membership in treatment group, i.e. (p̂s : s),
and stratum-wise order statistics of responses, doing so under the assumption that
propensities to fall in the treatment group are uniform within strata. (Inferences using
Fisher’s test, the Mantel-Haenszel test and its extension, Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test
and the Hodges-Lehmann aligned rank test all fit this mold; see Rosenbaum (2002),
chapters 2 and 5.)
Write µ̃csi for E(f (Ycsi )|Xcsi ; Ycs[1] , . . . , Ycs[ns ] ), where ycs[1] , . . . , ycs[ns ] are the order
statistics of ycs1 , . . . , ycsns . If this specification is in error, so that propensity scores
vary within strata, then the (conditional) expectation of Z 0 Y under the null differs
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from its assumed expectation by
X

cov(µ̃cs· , πs· ) ≈

s

X
s

ns
p̂s (1 − p̂s )cov(µ̃cs , θs ).
ns − 1

Since µc 7→ µ̃c is typically a smooth, monotone transformation, the basic lessons of
(12) and (13) apply, despite the change of inferential machinery. The less the withinstratum covariance between propensity and prognosis scores, the better the assumed
model tracks the true null distributions of the test statistics.
4.3 Implications for multivariate distance matching
To reveal implications for matching, suppose that cov(µts , θs ) and cov(µcs , θs ) are
equal. (If for some τ , µtsi = µcsi + τ , this is automatically so; otherwise, it is a
simplifying pretense.) Then the bias of direct adjustment is
X

−1
p̂−1
s (1 − p̂s ) cov(µcs· , πs· ).

(14)

s

Putting this in terms of logit-scale propensities θsi , a Taylor expansion about a vector
θ∗ that is constant within matched sets gives a bias of, to first order,
X P µcsi (θsi − θ∗ ) X ns
s
i
=
cov(µcs , θs ).
n
−
1
n
−
1
s
s
s
s

(15)

(The error of this approximation to (14) can be shown to be no more than
P
P
ns min( i zsi , ns − i zsi )3
P
P
4
max(θsi − θs∗ )2 max(µcsi − µ̄cs )
i
i
( i zsi ) (ns − i zsi )

***
(16)

per stratum s. In matched analyses, including pair matching, matching with multiple
P
P
controls, and full matching, min( i zsi , ns − i zsi ) ≡ 1; so in these cases the sum
P
s
over s of (16) simplifies to 4 s nsn−1
maxi (θsi − θs∗ )2 maxi (µcsi − µ̄cs ) .)
Comparing (14) and (15), it appears that bias is more nearly determined by the
variation (within matched sets) in (θsi ) than in (πsi ), since the matched-set scaling
factors of (15), ns /(ns − 1), will be more nearly uniform across strata than those of
(14). This suggests penalizing discrepancies θ̂’s rather than π̂’s. (15) also suggests
that within-matched-set standard deviations of θs or µcs matter more for bias in
treatment effects than do the radii of the sets {θsi : i} or {µcsi : i}. This suggests
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matching on a Mahalanobis distance combining θ̂ and µ̂c , potentially in combination
with logit-scale propensity calipers, restrictions that i and j be matched only if −c <
θ̂i − θ̂j < c, some c > 0, or with prognosis score calipers (on the response scale).

5 Hazards of prognosis adjustment
It has been shown that approximate matching on population prognosis scores reduces
bias; what about matching on sample scores? Insofar as sample prognosis scores
approximate their population analogues, one expects similar benefits to accrue to
matching on them — unless errors of estimation should introduce new biases that
counter the benefits of near-matching on the population score. Such bias can’t be
ruled out categorically, but the methods of this paper embody effective precautions.
5.1 The problem with using both groups to fit prognosis scores
In particular problems, and relative to particular assumptions, there may be distributionconstant statistics similar to prognosis scores that are formed using both control and
treatment group responses: for instance, consider the parametric model
Yt = αt + Yc
Yc = α0 + α1 X + ,  ∼ N (0, σ 2 I);
pr(Z|X) = inverse.logit(β0 + β1 X).

Consider estimates α̂1 derived from the ordinary least squares regression y ∼ 1+z +x.
These estimates are unchanged by adding a real constant c to each response yi from
a member of the treatment group, zi = 1. It follows that the distribution of α̂1 is free
of p(yt |yc ) and its parameter αt : α̂1 , and thus α̂1 X, are partial distribution constants
in the relevant sense, despite both treatment and control groups’ having contributed
covariate and response data to their estimation. Zhao (2004) discusses matching on
scores of this type.
However, if this model is only slightly misspecified, say if the regressions of Yt
and Yc on X are not precisely parallel or if the error structure varies with X, then
αt may well influence the sampling distribution of an α̂1 fit by ordinary least squares
to both treatment and control groups. In such a case no conditionality principle
warrants conditioning on α̂1 X. The hazards are not merely theoretical; the critique
of Miettinen’s confounder score proposal by Pike et al. (1979) generated binary Y ’s
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so as to make the dependence of pr(Y |Z, X) linear on the logit scale, then used
ordinary linear regression to estimate X’s contribution to pr(Y |Z, X). In effect, this
is model misspecification; the population linear regression of Yt on X, given that
Z = 1, need not be parallel to that of Yc on X as restricted to Z = 0, and the error
variance will depend on pr(Y |Z, X). Pike et al. (1979) find that conditioning on X’s
estimated contribution to the regression of Y on Z and X then leads to inflated type
I errors. They find the error is greatest when pr(X|Z = 1) differs markedly from
pr(X|Z = 0), a condition coinciding with sharpest departure from parallelism in Yt ’s
and Yc ’s population linear regressions on X. Indeed, in a replication and extension of
Pike et al. (1979)’s evaluation of confounder scores, Cook and Goldman (1989) report
substantial inflation of Type I error only for unusually discrepant pr(X|Z = 1) and
pr(X|Z = 0).
To summarize, when the likelihood factorizes as (2), population prognosis scores
are partial distribution constants (so far as estimation of p(yt |yc , x) is concerned).
For this reason, the conditionality principle recommends conditioning on them. The
same is true of estimates of prognosis scores that were fitted using the control group
only, but not (except in special cases) of prognosis scores fitted using both treatment
and control groups.
5.2 The threat due to overfitting
In personal communication with the author, P. Rosenbaum raises the following concern. With many covariates, estimates of E(Yc |X) made from control but not treatment subjects are likely to embody some overfitting, assigning explanatory roles
to features of the covariate that associate with Yc in the control group but not
in the sample as a whole. Suppose for simplicity that Yc is a scalar, and that
ψ̂(X) := g(Ê{Z=0} (Yc |X)), for some increasing function g : < 7→ <. If l is a relatively low value of ψ̂(X), then control group subjects with ψ̂(X) = l will have a
spuriously low average value of Yc , lower than their treatment group counterparts
with ψ̂(X) = l; symmetrically, if u is relatively high, then control group subjects with
ψ̂(X) = u will on average have higher Yc values than treatment group subjects with
ψ̂(X) = u. Even absent any treatment effect whatsoever, there would appear to the
analyst to be pronounced effects, varying in sign and magnitude with ψ̂(X). Figure 1
depicts this possibility.
Now prognostic models are widely used in medicine, and modern methods of
constructing them scrupulously minimize overfitting (Moons et al. 2004); the use
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Figure 1: A potential hazard of prognosis score adjustment: errors of estimation
of ψ(X) = E(Yc |X) act differentially on treatment (Z = 1) and control (Z = 0)
groups, because estimation uses only the control group, and naturally induces some
overfitting; the result is that yc values in the treatment and control groups do not
overlap, particularly for relatively large or small values of ψ̂(X). Here, this overfitting spuriously suggests that the prognosis score is an effect modifier. In addition,
estimates of E(Yt − Yc |Z = 1), the average effect of treatment on those treated, would
be downwardly biased.
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of such methods to fit prognosis scores might conceivably avoid the threat due to
overfitting. With conventional techniques, however, such overfitting is sufficiently
probable as to make it unwise to interpret variation in Ê(Yt − Yc |ψ̂(X)) as evidence
that treatment interacts with subjects’ prior prognosis. This possibility is a limitation
of the technique.
A distinct threat is that overfitting should bias estimates of treatment effect overall. The possibility of estimates of effects on the treatment group being downwardly
biased is manifest in Figure 1. There treatment group subjects with high values of
Ê{Z=0} (Yc |X) are inappropriately compared to controls whose Yc values exceed theirs.
At the other end of the figure, Ê{Z=0} (Yc |X) is relatively low and the difference of
treatment and control outcomes is spuriously high; but there are fewer treatment
group subjects at left than at right, so the errors don’t cancel. Can prognosis scoring
diagnostics identify and ward off scenarios like these?
Figure 1 exhibits deficits in both prognostic and propensity balance, deficits which,
though subtle, are needed for the possibility of bias. In the figure, Z 6⊥ Yc |ψ̂(X).
Assuming (3) that Z ⊥ Yc |X, there must be transformations f (X), g(X) such that
f (X) 6⊥ Yc |ψ̂(X) and Z 6⊥ g(X)|ψ̂(X) — conditioning on ψ̂(X) fails to prognostically
balance f (X), nor does it propensity balance g(X). One ought to avoid the pitfall of
Figure 1 if one could ensure either that most every transformation of the covariate
is prognostically balanced, or, that most every transformation of it is propensity
balanced.

6 Case study
The bias Figure 1 depicts requires that Ê{Z=0} (Yc |X) associate with Ê(Z|X), or
that prognosis in the absence of treatment correlates with propensity to receive the
treatment. This is certainly true of the sat coaching study; Powers and Rock (1999)
found that students paying for test preparation were on the whole more ambitious, had
better educated parents, and were stronger students than those who didn’t. Their
study shall provide the basis for a test of whether prognosis scoring meaningfully
reduces bias — or whether errors of estimation generate biases overwhelming whatever
biases are removed.
Propensity and prognosis scores were fitted using linear logistic and, as in § 3.1,
ordinary linear regression. (I deliberately selected the simplest method of fitting prognosis scores, despite the fact that other methods might better control overfitting, in
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order to more exactingly test the method.) The propensity and the math and verbal
prognosis scores were then combined into a Mahalanobis distance. The simulation
study, to be described presently, also considers the combination of this Mahalanobis
distance with a caliper on the propensity score, math prognosis score, or verbal prognosis score. Each of these distances is combined with full matching (Rosenbaum 1991;
Gu and Rosenbaum 1993) to give a matched design.
6.1 Matching the SAT coaching example on combinations of scores
Does matching on the prognosis score reliably improve prognostic balance, even when
the matching criterion involves measures other than the prognosis score? To address this, I: (i) divide the control group, in which yc -responses are available, into
“pseudo-treatment” and “pseudo-control” groups; (ii) fit a pseudo-propensity and
two pseudo-prognosis scores, extrapolating the prognosis scores from pseudo-controls
to the pseudo-treatment group, and in general reproducing as closely as possibly the
scoring methods to be used for the whole sample; (iii) combine these scores into
distance measures analogous to those to be used on the entire sample, in this case
Mahalanobis distances with and without calipers; and (iv) use this distance to match
pseudo-treatments to pseudo-controls by the same method to be used to match actual
treatments to controls, in this case full matching. ( Appendix A.1 describes step (i)
in detail.)
After this “dry run,” each matching variation implemented can be checked for
prognostic balance, since yc -values are in actuality available for pseudo-treatments as
well as pseudo-controls. The check used here, described in Appendix A.2, culminates
in a p-value for prognostic balance on several x-variables taken together, rejecting if
any linear combination of these is sufficiently imbalanced; I use it to assess the same
x-variables that contribute to the prognosis score.
Prior to matching, prognostic balance for the math test outcome was poor: χ2 =
2300, on 69 d.f.. Full matching on a Mahalanobis distance combining the propensity
and the two prognosis scores reduces this to χ2 = 470, on 64 d.f. — much less
imbalance, if still enough that the null is soundly rejected. (Degrees of freedom
are reduced because matching introduces collinearity among some covariates.) In
contrast, the same matching reduced propensity imbalance from χ2 = 308 on 69
d.f. (p = 0) to χ2 = 72.5 on 64 d.f. (p = .22). The technique sharply improves
balance in both senses, although the far greater prognostic imbalance is not reduced
to insignificance. (The prognosis score suffers two handicaps relative to the propensity ***
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score in this contest: first, as previously noted, it requires extrapolation of a fit from
pseudo-controls to pseudo-treatments, which the propensity does not; second, it relies
on a specification for an unknown response surface, whereas in the simulation study
the propensity specification is known. To somewhat mitigate the latter disparity, I
selected pseudo-treatments and controls using a probability that involved interaction
terms, whereas the propensity score fitted during the dry run included only first-order
terms; this may not entirely compensate.)
Adding a caliper of .1 sd’s in math prognosis score gives sufficient improvement
that the hypothesis of balance is no longer rejected (χ2 = 64.3 on 64 d.f.; p = .45),
although this comes at the cost of excluding 10% of the subjects who could not be
matched while meeting the caliper restriction. In sum, including a simple prognosis
score in the matching criterion has sharply improved prognostic balance, despite the
pseudo-treatments’ scores being extrapolated from pseudo-controls’; and insisting on
close matching on it reduces prognostic imbalance to statistical insignificance.
6.2 A simulation study to appraise bias
After the matchings just discussed, the hypothesis that Z ⊥ X|M , with M a factor
recording matched set, would be sustained, as would the hypothesis that Yc ⊥ X|Mc ,
where Mc records matched set after Mahalanobis matching with the prognosis score
caliper. Both can be seen as the terminus of a procedure that begins with a Mahalanobis match, then introduces calipers on either propensity or prognosis scores,
narrowing these calipers until hypotheses of propensity or prognosis balance, respectively, would be sustained. (It so happened that in the dry run discussed, the first
procedure terminated at the first step, with no caliper needed for propensity balance.)
Related matching proscriptions are simply to Mahalanobis match on the propensity
and the two prognosis scores, without additional measures to secure balance, or to
improve the balance of Mahalanobis matching by matching only in or near the region
of common support on the sample propensity score. (I operationalize the latter with
a relaxation of the caliper condition: starting with large w, exclude from the match
those subjects separated from every potential match by more than w on the propensity score, then match and check for propensity balance, reducing w and repeating
until balance is achieved. The difference between this and caliper matching is that
the latter also requires of included subjects that they be matched only within the
caliper.)
To assess the benefit of these procedures for estimating treatment effects, I im21

plement them within repeated dry runs, each with a different, randomly selected
pseudo-treatment and control group, estimating treatment effects in each run. (The
selection of these groups is described in Appendix A.1.) Because neither group received treatment, the treatment effect is known, and is zero. I track estimates over
650 dry runs, after each run doing permutation tests of hypotheses of constant treatment effects τm , τv on math and verbal responses, varying τm and τv between ±15.
Each iteration records the best sustained τm and τv (Hodges-Lehmann estimates) and
p-values attaching to the hypotheses that τm = 0 and τv = 0. Results appear in Table 2. For comparison purposes, the table also shows results from full matching on
the propensity score alone and from propensity score full matching with structural
restrictions (Hansen 2004).
Results of the simulation experiment. The risk that overfitting of prognosis scores
would introduce bias (§ 5.2) did not materialize. Far from introducing downward bias,
as the reasoning of § 5.2 would entail, the inclusion of estimated prognosis scores in
the matching criterion appears to have mitigated the downward bias of matching
on propensity scores alone. In accord with with § 4, bias was best reduced with a
combination of propensity and prognosis scoring — despite the matching criterion’s
use of sample rather than population scores.
Error estimation is good for all methods considered, if somewhat conservative
for propensity alone. Hypothesis tests after propensity matching are somewhat conservative; after matching on propensity and prognosis scores together their sizes are
closer to nominal levels, with Mahalanobis matching alone and Mahalanobis matching
modified by a propensity support condition being the closest. Including the prognosis score in these ways dramatically improves propensity score matching, reducing
propensity score matching’s mean squared confidence interval width by more than
half, 56% (respectively, 56%) for the sat-m effect interval and 51% (resp., 50%) for
the sat-v interval, without degrading significance levels.
6.3 Estimates of coaching effects.
Applied to the comparison of coached to uncoached students in the full sample, Mahalanobis matching on prognosis and propensity scores gives coaching effect estimates
of 23.0 and −0.3 for sat-m and sat-v outcomes, respectively, with 95% confidence
intervals [16, 30] and [−8, 7]. These results are qualitatively similar to, but sharper
than, Hansen’s (2004) propensity matching estimates from the same sample.
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Matching:
—
Propensity
Modified
—
—
with:
Response:
satm v
m
v
Point estimation
Bias
8.7 5.6 −1.1 −0.9
s.d.
5.3 6.0
4.2 4.3
Rejection rate, H0 : µ = 0
α = .05
.42 .23
.01 .02
α = .10
.54 .33
.03 .04
Matching:
Caliper:

—

Prop.
—

score
restrictions

Propensity + prognosis scores
—
prop.
support
caliper
condition

m

v

m

v

m

v

m

v

−1.3 −1.1 −0.8 −0.5 −1.1 −0.7 −0.9 −0.4
4.1 4.2
3.6 3.9
3.6 3.9
3.6 3.9
.02
.04

.02
.04

.04
.09

.05
.10

.04
.10

.06
.11

.04
.09

.05
.10

Propensity + prognosis scores
—
prop.
prognosis for . . .
score
sat-m
sat-v

Response:
satm v
m
v
m
v
m
v
m
v
Point estimation
Bias
8.7 5.6 −1.1 −0.9 −0.8 −0.5 −1.1 −0.7 −0.9 −2.0
s.d.
5.3 6.0
4.2 4.3
3.6 3.9
3.6 3.9
3.7 4.3
Rejection rate, H0 : µ = 0
α = .05
.42 .23
.01 .02
.04 .05
.04 .06
.05 .08
α = .10
.54 .33
.03 .04
.09 .10
.10 .11
.11 .15

m

v

0.6 0.6
3.9 3.8
.05 .05
.10 .10

Table 2: Comparative performance of propensity matching, with and without the
prognosis score. All matches are optimal full matches (Rosenbaum 1991), with structural restrictions (Hansen 2004) where indicated, either on the propensity score or
on a Mahalanobis distance combining the propensity score and scores for the prognosis of Math and Verbal SAT outcomes. Some Mahalanobis matches are modified
by calipers on the propensity or on one of the prognosis scores, or by a common
propensity support condition. Best performers appear to be Mahalanobis matching
on propensity and prognosis scores, with or without the support condition. Based on
650 dry runs.
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7 Discussion
The theory of propensity scores (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1983; Rubin and Thomas
1992) suggests, and a growing applied literature confirms, that the technique does
not require that there be a concrete, ostensible treatment assignment mechanism in
order for it to be beneficial. With or without such a mechanism, exact conditioning
on a propensity score supports unbiased inference of causal effects if the covariate
information is sufficiently rich. With or without such a mechanism, approximate conditioning on an estimated propensity score induces propensity balance on observed
covariates (Rosenbaum and Rubin 1984), stably accommodating many of them (Rubin and Thomas 1996); and is more robust to model misspecification than covariance
adjustment (Rubin and Thomas 2000). Related benefits flow from the tentative endorsement of a model for the dependence of response on covariates. In particular,
there is a form of balance, prognostic balance, that is promoted by such a strategy, and sufficient balance of this type eliminates bias in the estimation of treatment
effects.
Unlike propensity balance, which can be checked directly in a given sample, prognostic balance within a sample has to be checked indirectly. (This is done by checking
in dry runs the balancing capabilities of the specific scoring technique in use, as in
§ 3.1 or 6.1.) Another limitation of the technique is that errors of estimation in the
prognosis score may spuriously suggest that the prognosis score modifies treatment
effects. On the other hand, careful balance checking helps to ward off such false indications, and the potential for spurious interactions can be assessed using dry run
validation (§ 6).
The method holds especial promise for samples with controls well outnumbering
treatment subjects, and for samples in which treatment and control groups are well
separated on propensity scores. Theory (§ 4) and a case study involving real data
and simulations (§ 6) show that combining it with the propensity scores is potentially
quite advantageous, reducing both bias and variance as opposed to propensity scoring
alone. Indeed, in the case study, propensity and prognosis scores combined to halve
mean square confidence interval length as compared to propensity score adjustment
alone, holding bias to a fraction of estimators’ standard deviations and leading to
accurate representations of standard error.
Acknowledgements. The author is grateful to Jake Bowers, Jennifer Hill, Gary
King, Paul Rosenbaum and Donald Rubin for helpful discussions and comments.
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A Details of validation study
A.1 Creation of pseudo-treatment and pseudo-control groups
In dividing the control group into pseudo-treatments and pseudo-controls, I attempt
to recreate differences between actual treatments and controls. This involves using the
whole sample to estimate propensities to fall in the treatment group, then using this
propensity to select pseudo-treatments from among the controls. For the illustration
and dry runs described in § 3.1, § 6, I first chose a regression specification using the
forward-backward stepwise interpolation between logistic regression models with no
and with all second-order interactions, guided by the AIC. In § 3.1 and § 6, estimated
propensities are those fitted by bias-reduced logistic regression (Firth 1993). § 6.2
mounts repeated dry runs, with varying probabilities used to select pseudo-treatment
and control groups. In order to obtain these probabilities, a logistic regression model
was first fit, with the maximum likelihood estimates of center and scale used for a
multivariate Normal approximation to the posterior distribution entailed by uniform
priors on the coefficients. Each dry run began with sampling a coefficient vector from
this distribution, which was then used to generate a score vector and transformed to
the probability scale. In both cases, the resulting probability vectors were then used
to make b{nt /(nt + nc )}nc c selections, sequentially and without replacement, into
the pseudo-treatment group (where nt and nc are the sizes of treatment and control
groups overall).
A.2 Tests for propensity and prognostic balance
A nonparametric test is used for both propensity and prognosis balance. It takes
numeric x-variables x, a stratification of the sample, and a comparison variable v
— which is the treatment assignment variable, z, in checks of propensity balance,
and is yc in the checks of prognostic balance — and generates a test statistic that
is asymptotically χ2 -distributed under the null of within-stratum independence of x
and v. To meet the requirement that the x’s be numeric, nominal x’s are decomposed
into separate indicator variables. When the comparison variable is z, it coincides with
a test shown by Hansen (2006) to dominate regression-based checks of propensity
balance.
The test begins by measuring balance on each x-variable xk by its partial covari⊥s
⊥s
ance with the comparison variable: (v ⊥s )0 x⊥s
k , where v , xk are given by (vsi − v̄s· :
s, i), (xksi − x̄ks· : s, i), respectively. With perfect balance, each of these covariances
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would be zero, although in practice this goal can be only roughly attained. Permuting
v within matched sets generates a joint distribution for these partial covariances; for
instance it can be shown, following Hájek et al. (1999, 3.3.4), that
⊥s 0 ⊥s
covperm ((v ⊥s )0 x⊥s
k , (v ) xl )

=

X

2

s ({vsi : i ≤ ns })

s

ns
X

(xksj − x̄ks· )(xlsj − x̄ls· ),

j=l

P
where s2 (xs· ) := { n1 s (xsi − x̄s )2 } /(ns − 1). From this formula a null covariance
⊥s 0 ⊥s
matrix C for the balance measurements b = (v ⊥s )0 x⊥s
1 , . . . , (v ) xK ) is calculable,
⊥s 0 ⊥s
2
t −
and (v ⊥s )0 x⊥s
1 , . . . , (v ) xK combine into a χ statistic b C b on rank(C) d.f.. The
null hypothesis of balance is then rejected if one or more of the balance measurements
contributing to b is particularly large. Note that the same statistic would be obtained
if balance were assessed and then combined on a set of variables x01 , . . . , x0K 0 with the
same linear span as x1 , . . . , xK . It follows that the test detects imbalance in any linear
combination of x1 , . . . , xK , rejecting if it exceeds levels that would have applied were
treatment randomized within matched sets.
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